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A scene from September 1960, and in the middle of Dundee’s High Street, the Corporation Transport
Department’s 40 (YJ 9044) is serving as an informal crew restroom between trips. This Daimler CWD6 was
new in March 1947 with Northern Coachbuilders body; withdrawn in 1966 it became a driver training vehicle.
(Robin Hannay, copyright The Bus Archive, ref, RH03/45219)
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Building
for the
Future
Appeal
The Bus Archive has been very successful since
its creation three years ago, and already our
growth has led to the need for new premises.
We need your help for this expansion.
The Bus Archive
The Bus Archive is only three years old, but
already has established a very strong
reputation amongst enthusiasts, researchers
and the bus industry itself. It has built on the
foundation of the OS Library and Archive and
The Kithead Trust, and has the most extensive
collections of photographs, company records,
maps, timetables, digital files and even sound
recordings: anything which reveals information
about the history of road passenger transport
in the UK.
Its professional approach to the preservation
of this material has earned the respect of many
industry figures, enthusiasts and collectors
who have willingly donated their own
cherished material to the care of The Bus
Archive. Collections of hundreds of operators
such as Thames Valley, East Yorkshire,
Berresfords and numerous municipals,
personal collections such as those of Geoff
Lumb and Alan Townsin, and archives which
had been held by groups such as The United
Enthusiasts Club - all are now safely stored
and catalogued so as to make them available
for research for many generations to come.
We are supported by popular magazines such
as Classic Bus and Buses and recognised as the
place to go for research.
Our plans
Since we were created three years ago,
amount of material we have acquired
grown exponentially, so much so that
urgently need more capacity so that we
continue to store this material properly.

the
has
we
can

We keep the archives to professional
standards, with close control of temperature
and humidity and use low-acid and acid-free
storage materials. We follow the appropriate
British Standards and our aim is to gain
Accreditation from The National Archives.
We have been fortunate to secure new
premises in Droitwich to take over from the
smaller building on the same business park.
When open, this will provide an immediate
increase of 40% of shelving space and a large
piece of adjoining land will give scope for
future expansion. We will be set for the future.

The help we need
We are asking for help to fund this necessary
and urgent expansion. We need to raise
£300,000 to acquire and fit out our new
building, and so continue our work into the
future.
We are very lucky that funding for the day-today running costs of the Archive, approaching
£100,000 per year, is now firmly established.
This comes partly from the sale of surplus,
duplicated material and partly through our
many generous, regular donors.
However, there is a considerable capital cost
to this expansion, and we are able only to
fund part of this from our own existing
resources. We are grateful to The Omnibus
Society and other benefactors who have
provided ‘bridging loans’ to allow work to
start but we need to raise £300,000 to
complete the project.
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Donations, however small or large, will all be
very much appreciated. If you are able to
donate £500 or more your name will be
added to the ‘donor board’ in the foyer of the
new building. Additional benefits will be
offered to those who donate £1,000 or more,
including copies of a number of digital images,
research carried out by our volunteers on
your behalf, and privileged access to copies of
our digitised Notices & Proceedings.
To donate, and to discover the benefits of
becoming a donor at different donor levels, or
just to find further information about our
appeal, please either:
1. Visit our dedicated appeal webpage at
www.busarchive.org.uk/building-appeal.shtml
2. Email us at treasurer@busarchive.org.uk
3. Write to the Treasurer at The Bus Archive,
100 Sandwell Street, Walsall, WS1 3EB.
As a registered charity the Bus Archive will
also benefit from gift aid on eligible donations.

Facebook Countdown
To amuse ourselves during lockdown, we posted daily vehicle photographs on Facebook, up to the end of
April. Here is the ‘Top Twenty’ rundown of the final batch, with photographer credits. All images are copyright
The Bus Archive.
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NOTTS & DERBY BRISTOL
TRB 570F was new to Notts and Derbys
(fleet number 303) in 1968, passing to
Midland General (as seen here) with the
same fleet number in 1971 although
renumbered 742 a year later, and finally
passing to Trent. A bit of microcosm of
the story of company consolidation in
NBC days! It was a Bristol FLF6G with
ECW body. The location is Mount Street
Bus Station and the date to be 1972.
(Peter Nichols, ref PN01/0512).
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UNITED METROLINER
The familiar scene of Buckingham
Palace Road in London, on the approach
to Victoria Coach Station. United 154
(A113 KBA) was an MCW Metroliner
new in July 1984 to National Travel
(West) but passed to United the
following month. It passed to Durham
Travel of Hetton-le-Hole in October
1988 on its formation, to take over
United's National Express activities. So
three (or four) owners in its first four
years and it continued to have a
nomadic existence, with a further six
owners in the next five years before
sustaining accident damage at the end
of 1993 and eventually passing to
Ensign for spares. It packed a lot into a
short life! (Toggenburg, ref TB03/0662).

POTTERIES AEC
A Potteries Alexander-bodied AEC
Reliance, seen at Wembley on the
occasion of the League Cup Final on 4
March 1972 between Stoke City and
Chelsea. It was estimated that some
35,000 Stoke supporters travelled down
to watch the game and the coach is
displaying ‘Football Excursion 31’ in the
windscreen. SL1103 (PVT 103F) was
new in 1968, renumbered to 103 in
1973 and was withdrawn in 1979. It
passed to RAF Lyneham in 1980. (Clive
King, ref CK02/03415).
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EAST MIDLAND BRISTOL
East Midland C94 (LNN 94K) was new
in July 1972, just before the introduction
of the National Bus Company corporate
livery. The Bristol RELH had ECW
bodywork with ‘full coach’ seating for 47
rather than the ‘dual purpose’ seating
normally specified in that configuration.
It is seen in Tideswell. (Clive King, ref.
CK02/04223).
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NORTH WESTERN LEYLANDS
A line-up of Alexander coach bodied
Leyland Leopards of North Western
Road Car: KJA 260/269F or 1968, and
SJA 403K of 1971, seen at the parking
area opposite Lower Mosley Street bus
station in Manchester. The park was
alongside the small Ribble Trumpet
Street garage (seen on the right).
NWRCC was broken up in 1972 and
these coaches remained with NWRCC
which was renamed National Travel
North West in 1974. (Peter Nichols, ref
PN01/02894).
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SOUTH NOTTS ALBION
A nice action shot of South Notts Bus
Company number 89 (LNN 89E)
waiting departure for Loughborough at
Huntingdon Street, Nottingham. This
was the last Albion Lowlander built, new
in March 1967, and carried a Northern
Counties body. It looks like the crew are
having a chat before setting off, whilst
passengers walk uphill to get on board.
There is a glimpse of W Gash & Sons
Daimler CVG6 DD10 (RAL 795) on the
right. (Toggenburg, ref TB03/0328).
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PROVINCIAL GUY
The fleet of Provincial (Gosport &
Fareham Omnibus Company) was an
interesting one, typified by very longlasting buses often rebuilt or rebodied.
This Park Royal-bodied Guy Arab had a
relatively straightforward history in
comparison. It was new in 1948 to
Southampton Corporation, bought by
Provincial in 1962 and entered service
the following year as fleet number 65.
It was still in the fleet at the time the
company was acquired by the National
Bus Company in 1970, but was
withdrawn a year later. (Clive King, ref
CK02/02234).
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EASTERN SCOTTISH SEDDON
The Scottish Bus Group were very keen
on the Seddon Pennine chassis, as here
with an Alexander T-type bodied
example for Eastern Scottish. ZS687
(KSX 687N) was new in February
1976. The location has been identified
as Beetwell Street Bus Station in
Chesterfield; the 571 was a service from
Leicester to Edinburgh, a 10.5 hour
journey via Loughborough, Chesterfield,
Barnsley and Coldstream. This looks to
be the 11.30am journey northward.
(Photographer
Peter
Nichols,
PN01/04486).
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SOUTHEND LEYLAND
Southend Transport took four Leyland
Leopard buses with East Lancs bodies
in 1968 to hasten the conversion to ‘pay
as you enter’ operation, including 215
(MJN 215F). Unusually for urban service
buses, they had manual gearboxes
rather than semi-automatic, although
two of the batch (216/7) were
converted in later life. The location
appears to be on New Road, Great
Wakering. 215 lasted with Southend
until November 1980 and was sold to
a dealer and scrapped (Clive King, ref
CK02/0100).

CROSVILLE SEDDON
Crosville turned to the Seddon-bodied
Seddon RU as part of its orders in 1971
and 1972. New in February 1972,
EPG726 (OFM 726K) stands at
Birkenhead Woodside working the L5
Saturday-only limited stop variant of
service C1 to Chester. This example was
withdrawn in 1980, but its engine may
have been reused by Crosville in a
programme to re-power Leyland
Nationals.
(Peter
Nichols,
ref
PN01/0612).
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EMENTON AEC
6201 KW was a Metro Cammell bodied
AEC Regent V new to Bradford as fleet
number 201 in March 1964. It passed
with the Bradford operation to West
Yorkshire PTE on its formation in April
1974, then to Ementon of Cranfield
(with whom it is seen here in Bedford
Bus Station) in 1976 and finally to
Hawker Siddeley Power Engineering in
1979. (Toggenburg, ref TB03/0235).
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LONDON COUNTRY AEC
The familiar lines of the AEC Regent III
of the London Transport RT class - this
example with a Weymann body, having
passed to National Bus Company
subsidiary London Country Bus Services
when it was transferred from LT in
1970. It was new in 1948, and served
with the 'Country Buses' area
throughout its life, being based at ten
different garages - it was new at
Northfleet then saw service at St Albans,
Reigate, Crawley, Tring, Garston,
Godstone, Harlow, Chelsham and East
Grinstead, before returning in 1977 to
Northfleet for storage and disposal. It is
seen here in 1972 at Beechen Grove,
Watford next to the A412 bypass whilst
operating out of Tring. (Clive King,
CK03/03673).
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EMENTON AEC
AFN 603B was an AEC Reliance with
Park Royal coach body new to East Kent
in 1964, without a fleet number, as was
the style of East Kent in those days. It
was withdrawn in 1976 and quickly
passed through two dealers before
joining the fleet of Ementon of Cranfield,
Bedfordshire. It is seen at their premises
on 20th March 1977. (Clive King, ref.
CK02/05457).
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EASTERN NATIONAL BRISTOL
Eastern National OO 9544 was a Bristol
MW6G new in 1962 with an ECW
coach body as fleet number 558, being
renumbered 353 in 1964 and finally
1436 in 1969, when it was fitted with
bus seats and equipped for pay-as-you
enter stage services. It is seen in High
Street, Newport, Essex in 1972 about
to head off to Saffron Walden. It would
be withdrawn in 1978 and pass to
Martin of Middlewich (dealer). (Clive
King, ref CK02/03860).

HARDIE BEDFORD
This Bedford SB5 with a Duple
(Northern) Gannet body was new to
Southcott (Broadway Coaches) of
Loughton in 1962, passing to Woburn
(Evan Evans) at the start of 1967 and
then to Hardie of Aberchirder in 1968.
NWC 699 is seen here in 1973 whilst
owned by Hardie in St Mary's Car Park,
Banff with a distant view across the
River Deveron to Macduff Shipyard.
(Clive King, ref. CK02/04637).
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MIDLAND RED LEYLAND
It’s all aboard this excursion to Alton Towers, from Humberstone Gate
in Leicester with Midland Red. This Willowbrook ‘dual purpose’ body on
a Leyland Leopard chassis (type code S24) is seen here when brand new
in July 1971 in traditional Midland Red livery, although with the
modernised fleet name; it would later wear the National Bus Company
red and white dual purpose livery. It was allocated to Leicester Southgate
Street from new, but reallocated to Hereford in September 1973 where
it remained with the 'West' company when Midland Red was split in
1981; it was withdrawn at the end of the following year. It then migrated
north to work for Clyde Coast Services (owner MacGregor) of Ardrossan
and ended its days with Keenan of Ayr. (Clive King, ref CK02/03012).
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PLYMOUTH LEYLANDS
Quite an artistic shot from Clive King, showing a very
long line-up of Plymouth Leylands at Milehouse depot
one Sunday in 1972. Fleet number 115 (OCO 515)
was one of a batch of 21 PD2/40s with MetroCammell bodies new in 1958. It would later operate
for R I Davies of Tredegar. (Ref. CK02/03961).

RIBBLE LEYLANDS
Contrasting Ribble Atlanteans at Manchester’s Lower
Mosley Street Bus Station. 1636 (NCK 625) on the left
is a Metro-Cammell bus bodied example, new in 1960,
whilst 1279 (RRN 428) on the right had a Weymann
body fitted with coach interior, new in 1962, and used
as here on limited stop services. 1636 was withdrawn
in 1973 and exported to Hong Kong for further service
with the Kowloon Motor Bus Company. 1279 lasted until
1977 with Ribble, then operated by Gagg of Bunny,
Notts. (Peter Nichols, ref. PN01/04139).

NORTHERN GENERAL LEYLAND
‘The Tynesider’ on loan to Tyneside! This bus was
originally NNL 49, a Leyland PD3 with Metro Cammell
bodywork, which was new in 1958 to Tyneside Omnibus
Company as fleet number 49. It passed to parent
company Northern General in 1971 following front-end
accident damage and it was modified as an experiment
as to whether the reliability of front-engined vehicles
could be combined with one-person-operation. The result
was fleet number 3000 (MCN 30K). It was loaned out
to NGT subsidiaries during 1972, including here with its
original owner at its Wallsend Depot. After that, it saw
little use and was used mainly as a staff bus; it is,
however, preserved today. A Routemaster was also
modified in a similar way to become ’The Wearsider’.
(Clive King, ref. CK02/04095).
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And – top of the pops! THE GREYS ALBIONS
A charming scene from the summer of 1976. Here are two buses of the six-strong fleet of The Greys, Guernsey owned the Watson
family, with George Watson on the right, in a characteristic pose with hat perched on the back of his head. He habitually drove
the duplicate to the 1215 service 11 to Pleinmont via Coudre, usually with the newest bus in the fleet such as 1309, an Albion
Nimbus with Reading body new in 1960, and the ‘service car’ 1787, a Reading bodied Albion Victor new in 1954. A favourite
fleet of the photographer, Toggenburg (ref TB03/05048).
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Tilling Staff Magazine

We recently discovered this gem amongst our collections – a copy of “Tilling’s
Staff Magazine” – the official organ of Tilling’s Staff Welfare Society and Tilling’s
Social & Athletic Club, from August 1933.
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Tilling Staff Magazine
The front cover is a drawing of the then
Tilling headquarters, at 20 Victoria Street,
Westminster, London and a quick look at
Google shows the equivalent scene today
– today’s building is not quite as attractive
and is rather taller, as is the style of the
area today.

The magazine is, as we would expect, focused on sporting activities and there are lots
of pieces of information. The publication date was just at the time of the creation of
the London Passenger Transport Board, when Tilling’s London bus business and 328
buses were taken over by the new board. The company’s nine ‘Motor Depots’ and
their representatives are listed, along with four coachbuilding depots, the Brighton
section and the ‘Horse Department’, although the last Tilling horse bus had operated
in 1914.

The title page is taken up with an interesting photograph of two Tilling coaches ‘touring the Continent’ and leaving the town of
Jihlaya in ‘Czecho-Slovakia’ (sic). Leading the way is Tilling 1375 (GN 1375) a 1931 AEC Regal with Tilling’s own bodywork.

We have newsletters from lots of companies, which give valuable ‘behind-the-scenes’ information. Try a search of our
online catalogue at https://www.busarchive.org.uk/search.shtml
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How Oxford lost its livery
As we were cataloguing part of our extensive City of Oxford collection before lockdown, we came across this undated press release,
announcing the simplification of the traditional and much-loved livery. This change was being made at the suggestion of management
consultants (so not only a 21st century phenomenon!) and was designed to save time and therefore money.
We show the document in its entirety on this and the next two pages followed by a selection of photographs.
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How Oxford lost its livery
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How Oxford lost its livery

Here are photographs of 'before' (Park Royal-bodied AEC Renown 360) and, bottom left, 'after' the change (similar 333),
Drawn from the Roy Marshall collection, and taken at
Oxford Railway Station; the area is rather
more built up these days.

Of course, unknown at the time, this would be only a temporary
change before the National Bus Company corporate livery swept
all before it, and which is illustrated by the final photograph,
above, of 371 (FWL 371E).
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Back to the Archive
With the progressive relaxation of restrictions under the Government’s ‘roadmap’ (we are sure it’s a timetable
really) we were delighted to be able to welcome back volunteers to our Droitwich and Walsall centres from early
May. Social distancing is being maintained, and face masks worn when people are not at their designated work
stations.
At the time of writing, unfortunately we are unable to accept research visitors due to the continuing requirement
to maintain social distancing in the workplace.

Updated Catalogue
Our online catalogue has been updated, to coincide with the reopening of our Centres. Go to
https://www.busarchive.org.uk/search.shtml to see what we have for your particular interest.

This edition of the newsletter has been compiled during an exceptionally busy time for us at The Bus
Archive. Apologies for having fewer articles this time - normal service will be resumed next quarter!

This newsletter is published by
The Bus Archive, 100-102 Sandwell Street, Walsall,
WS1 3EB. Registered as a charity in England and
Wales (number 1177343), set up as a Charitable
Incorporated Organisation.
Newsletter editor: Philip Kirk
Newsletter design and layout: Mike Greenwood
www.busarchive.org.uk
hello@busarchive.org.uk
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